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Figure 1: A translucent fish rendered from a CT scan of a carp. Left: Blinn-Phong shading. Center and right: translucent volume 
shading.
A b s t r a c t
Direct volume rendering is a commonly used technique in visual­
ization applications. Many of these applications require sophisti­
cated shading models to capture subtle lighting effects and charac­
teristics of volumetric data and materials. Many common objects 
and natural phenomena exhibit visual quality that cannot be cap­
tured using simple lighting models or cannot be solved at interactive 
rates using more sophisticated methods. We present a simple yet 
effective interactive shading model which captures volumetric light 
attenuation effects to produce volumetric shadows and the subtle 
appearance of translucency. We also present a technique for vol­
ume displacement or perturbation that allows realistic interactive 
modeling of high frequency detail for real and synthetic volumetric 
data.
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1 In t r o d u c t i o n
Direct volume rendering is widely used in visualization applica­
tions. Many of these applications render semi-transparent surfaces 
without shadows lit by an approximation to the Blinn-Phong lo­
cal surface shading model. This shading model adequately renders 
such surfaces but it does not provide sufficient lighting character­
istics for translucent materials or materials where scattering domi­
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visual perception of volume rendered data but shadows are not typi­
cally utilized in interactive direct volume rendering because of their 
high computational expense.
Several studies have shown that the appearance of many common 
objects is dominated by subsurface scattering effects [4] [13]. This 
is especially true for natural phenomena such as smoke and clouds 
but is also true for wax, skin, and other translucent materials.
While the effects of multiple scattering are important, physi­
cally accurate computation of them is not necessarily required. In 
fact, interactive rendering for visualization already often employs 
such approaches (e.g. ambient light, OpenGL style fog, even the 
Blinn-Phong surface shading model). Interactivity for visualization 
is important since it aids in rapidly and accurately setting trans­
fer functions[18], as well as providing important visual cues about 
spatial relationships in the data. While it is possible to precompute 
multiple scattering effects, for direct volume rendering such meth­
ods are dependent on the viewpoint, light position, transfer function 
and other rendering parameters which defeat the purpose of inter­
activity.
The ability to add detail to volumetric data has also been a com­
putational bottleneck. Volume perturbation methods allow such ef­
fects at the cost of the time and memory to precompute such details 
before rendering. Volume perturbation methods have also been em­
ployed for modeling natural phenomena such as clouds. Such mod­
els, when coupled with a shading model with the visual appearance 
of scattering, can produce high quality visualizations of clouds and 
other natural phenomena, as well as introduce visually pleasing de­
tails to material boundaries (e.g. direct volume rendered isosur­
faces).
In this paper, we present a simple yet effective interactive shad­
ing model that captures volumetric light attenuation effects to pro­
duce volumetric shadows and the qualitative appearance of scatter­
ing. This is shown in Figure 1. On the left is the standard surface 
shading of a CT scan of a carp. In the middle, rendered with the 
same transfer function, is our improved shading model. The image 
on the right has the light repositioned slightly behind the fish. In 
this paper we also present a technique for volume displacement or 
perturbation that allows realistic interactive modeling of clouds as 
well as the introduction of details to volumetric data.
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2  B a c k g r o u n d  a n d  P r e v i o u s  W o r k  
Vo l u m e  S h a d i n g
The classic volume rendering formulation for visualization was pro­
posed by Levoy [22]. This model is a very simplified approxima­
tion of volumetric light transport utilizing only emission, absorp­
tion and surface shading. This model has been used extensively 
for interactive and graphics hardware based volume rendering tech­
niques [5, 7, 38]. Krueger applied the volume rendering equation to 
create meaningful scientific visualizations[19]. Direct attenuation 
through the volume or shadows can be added to the classic approx­
imation using a brute force method where the attenuation is com­
puted from each sample to the light source. Typical optimizations 
precompute the attenuation from the light source and store it in an 
additional 3D volume. This approach has been implemented in both 
software [20] and hardware [2, 29]. Recently a method has been 
proposed that computes direct attenuation in screen space, provid­
ing sharper shadows with less blur by using a half angle slicing 
technique [18]. Max emphasized the importance of light transport 
and surveyed several models for light interactions inside a volume, 
special attention is given to calculation methods for the multiple 
scattering [23]. Although the described methods are accurate, the 
computational expense and storage requirements are large and do 
not allow interactivity.
P a r t i c i p a t i n g  M e d ia
A vast amount of literature on light transport and scattering ex­
ists. The non-linear integral scattering equation that describes 
the light transport and scattering events inside a volume has been 
studied extensively by Ambarzumian[1], Chandrasekhar[6] and 
van de Hulst[36]. Their work ranges in complexity from semi­
infinite homogeneous isotropic atmospheres to finite inhomoge- 
neous anisotropic atmospheres.
Blinn was one of the first researchers to recognize importance of 
volumetric scattering for computer graphics and visualization appli­
cations. He presented a model for the reflection and transmission 
of light through thin clouds of particles based on probabilistic argu­
ments and single scattering approximation in which Fresnel effects 
were considered[3]. Kajiya and von Herzen described a model for 
rendering arbitrary volume densities that included expensive mul­
tiple scattering computation. The radiative transport equation[14] 
cannot be solved analytically except for some simple configura­
tions. Expensive and sophisticated numerical methods must be 
employed to compute the radiance distribution to a desired accu­
racy. Finite element methods are commonly used to solve trans­
port equations. Rushmeier presented zonal finite element meth­
ods for isotropic scattering in participating media[34][33]. Max 
et al. [24] used a one-dimensional scattering equation to compute 
the light transport in tree canopies by solving a system of differen­
tial equations through the application of the Fourier transform. The 
method becomes expensive for forward peaked phase functions, as 
the hemisphere needs to be more finely discretized. Spherical har­
monics were also used by Kajiya and von Herzen[16] to compute 
anisotropic scattering as well as discrete ordinate methods (Langue- 
nou et al.[21]).
Monte Carlo methods are robust and simple techniques for solv­
ing light transport equation. Hanrahan and Krueger modeled scat­
tering in layered surfaces with linear transport theory and derived 
explicit formulas for backscattering and transmission[11]. The 
model is powerful and robust, but suffers from standard Monte 
Carlo problems such as slow convergence and noise. Pharr and 
Hanrahan described a mathematical framework[32] for solving the 
scattering equation in context of a variety of rendering problems 
and also described a numerical Monte Carlo sampling method.
Jensen and Christensen described a two-pass approach to light 
transport in participating media[12] using a volumetric photon map. 
The method is simple, robust and efficient and it is able to handle ar­
bitrary configurations. Dorsey et al. [8] described a method for full 
volumetric light transport inside stone structures using a volumetric 
photon map representation.
Recently, Jensen et al. introduced computationally efficient ana­
lytical diffusion approximation to multiple scattering[13], which is 
especially applicable for homogeneous materials that exhibit con­
siderable subsurface light transport. The model does not appear 
to be easily extendible to volumes with arbitrary optical proper­
ties. Several other specialized approximations have been devel­
oped for particular natural phenomena. Nishita et al. [27] presented 
an approximation to light transport inside clouds and Nishita[26] 
an overview of light transport and scattering methods for natural 
environments[26]. These approximations are not generalizable for 
volume rendering applications because of the limiting assumptions 
made in deriving the approximations.
P r o c e d u r a l  V o lu m e  M o d e l in g
A number of authors have developed techniques for procedurally 
simulating volumetric features. These approaches can be generally 
classified into full volumetric simulations and thin surface volumes. 
Kajiya and Kay[15] introduced the idea of modeling fine surface 
structures with thin volumes to simulate hair and fur. This approach 
has been extended by Neyret[25] for simulating more complex nat­
ural structures. Perlin’s seminal work in procedural simulation of 
noise and turbulence [30] forms the foundation for most volumetric 
procedural simulation techniques. Perlin created the first volumet­
ric procedural models in 1989[31]. This work has been extended 
by Musgrave[9] for modeling clouds and Ebert for modeling steam, 
fog, smoke, and clouds[9].
3  M o d e l
Optical properties that affect the appearance of an illuminated vol­
ume are density, absorption, scattering and emission from individ­
ual particles or molecules in the volume. For realistic visualization 
of volumetric data or participating media, an optical model must 
take into account the optical properties, external illumination, as 
well as light transport within the volume. The light transport that ul­
timately determines the appearance of the volume can be described 
with the volume rendering equation [14] as a series of scattering, 
absorption and emission events. Max surveyed many optical mod­
els for volume rendering applications [23] ranging from very simple 
to very complex, and accurate models that account for all interac­
tions within the volume.
Max [23] and Jensen et al. [13] clearly demonstrate that the ef­
fects of multiple scattering and indirect illumination are important 
for volume rendering applications. However, accurate simulations 
of full light transport are computationally expensive and do not 
permit interactivity such as changing the illumination or transfer 
function. Analytical approximations exist, but they are severely 
restricted by underlying assumptions, such as homogeneous opti­
cal properties and density, simple lighting or unrealistic boundary 
conditions. These analytical approximations cannot be used for ar­
bitrary volumes or real scanned data where optical properties such 
as absorption and scattering coefficients are hard to obtain.
Our goal is to realistically visualize arbitrary volumetric mate­
rials at interactive rates without any restrictions on external illu­
mination or optical properties. Therefore, we have developed an 
empirical optical model for volume rendering that captures com­
plex light transport and is based on empirical observations of ap­
pearance of volumetric materials, as well as some recent theoret­
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ical results ([4][17][37]). While the effects of multiple scattering 
and indirect illumination are very important, they do not need to be 
computed accurately for visualization purposes. We are only con­
cerned with the qualitative properties and appearance rather than 
quantitative accuracy. Our model focuses on capturing the appear­
ance of translucency which is a result of significant multiple scatter­
ing events. Color bleeding and diffusion of light across boundaries 
are also consequences of multiple scattering captured by our model. 
However, other global effects such as full global illumination, back­
ward scattering and volumetric light sources (emission) are not part 
of our model.
The classic volume rendering model is:
f  eye
I  eye = Ib * Te(0) + Te(s) * g(s) * fs(s)ds (1)
Jo
(2)Te(s) = exp I — I t (x)dx
Where I b is the background light intensity, g(s) is the emission 
term at sample s, f s (s) is the Blinn-Phong surface shading model 
evaluated using the normalized gradient of the scalar data field at s , 
and t (x ) is the extinction coefficient at the sample x . For a concise 
derivation of this equation and the discrete solution used in volume 
rendering, see [23].
Shadows can be added to the model as such:
leye =  Ib  * Te(0)+ Te(s) * g(s) * fs(s) * Il(s)ds (3)
o
/ e light \
Ii(s) =  I l(0) * exp I — I t (x)dx ) (4)
Where I l (0) is the light intensity, I l (s) is the light intensity at the 
sample s, and g(s) can now be thought of as a reflective term rather 
than an emissive term. Notice that I l (s) is essentially the same as 
Te(s) except that the integral is computed toward the light rather 
than the eye.
Our empirical volume shading model adds a blurred indirect 
light contribution at each sample:
f  eye
leye = Io * Te (0)+ Te(s) * C (s) * Il(s)ds (5)
o
C (s) = g(s) ((1 — S(s)) + fs(s)S(s)) (6)
/ !■ light \
Il (s) = I i(0) * exp ( — t (x)dxj  +
light
I l(0) * exp I — Ti (x)dx \ B lu r (0) (7)
Where Ti (s) is the indirect light extinction term, C(s) is the reflec­
tive color at the sample s, S(s) is a surface shading parameter, and
I l is the sum of the direct light and the indirect light contributions.
In general, light transport in participating media must take into 
account the incoming light from all directions, as seen in Fig­
ure 2(a). The difficulty in solving this problem is similar to other 
global illumination problems in computer graphics: each element 
in the scene can potentially contribute indirect light to every other 
element. It is therefore quite understandable that accurate solutions 
to this problem are too computationally expensive for interactive 
applications and approximations are needed. The net effect of in­
direct lighting, however, is effectively a diffusion of light through 
the volume. Light travels farther in the volume than it would if only 
direct attenuation is taken into account. Translucency implies blur­
ring of the light as it travels through the medium due to scattering 
effects. We can approximate this effect by simply blurring the light
port
Figure 2: On the left is the general case of direct illumination I d 
and scattered indirect illumination I i . On the right is our shading 
model which includes the direct illumination I d and approximates 
the indirect, I i , by blurring within the shaded region. Theta is the 
angle indicated by the shaded region.
in some neighborhood and allowing it to attenuate less in the light 
direction. Figure 3 shows how the effect of translucency is captured 
by our model. The upper left image, a wax candle, is an example 
of a common translucent object. The upper right image is a volume 
rendering using our model. Notice that the light penetrates much 
deeper into the material than it does with direct attenuation alone 
(volumetric shadows), seen in the lower right image. Also notice 
the pronounced hue shift from white to orange to black due to an 
indirect attenuation term that attenuates blue slightly more that red 
or green. The lower left image shows the effect of changing just the 
reflective color to a pale blue.
The diffusion approximation[37, 10] models the light transport 
in multiple scattering media as a random walk. This results in the 
light being diffused within the volume. The B lu r (0) operation 
in Equation 7 averages the incoming light within the cone with an 
apex angle 0 in the direction of the light (Figure 2(b)). The indirect 
lighting at a particular sample is only dependent on a local neigh­
borhood of samples computed in the previous iteration and shown 
as the arrows between slices. This operation models light diffusion 
by convolving several random sampling points with a Gaussian fil­
ter.
The surface shading parameter (S(s)) in Equation 6 is a number 
between one and zero that describes the degree to which a sample 
should be surface shaded. It is used to interpolate between surface 
shading and no surface shading. This value can be added to the 
transfer function allowing the user to specify whether or not a clas­
sified material should be surface shaded. It can also be set automat­
ically using the gradient magnitude at the sample, as in [18]. Here, 
we assume that classified regions will be surface-like if the gradient 
magnitude is high and therefore should be shaded as such. In con­
trast, homogeneous regions, which have low gradient magnitudes, 
should only be shaded using light attenuation.
4  Im p l e m e n t a t i o n
Our approach for simulating light transport is designed to pro­
vide interactive or near interactive frame rates for volume render­
ing when the transfer function, light direction, or volume data are 
not static. Therefore, the light intensity at each sample must be 
recomputed every frame. Our method for computing light trans­
port is done in screen space resolution, allowing the computational 
complexity to match the level of detail. Since the computation of 
light transport is decoupled from the resolution of the volume data, 
we can also accurately compute lighting for volumes with high fre-
eye
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Figure 3: Translucent volume shading. The upper left image is 
a photograph of wax block illuminated from above with a focused 
flashlight. The upper right image is a volume rendering with a white 
reflective color and a desaturated orange transport color (1 -  indi­
rect attenuation). The lower left image has a bright blue reflective 
color and the same transport color as the upper right image. The 
lower right image shows the effect of light transport that only takes 
into account direct attenuation.
quency displacement effects, which are described in the second half 
of this section.
4 .1  V o lu m e  S h a d i n g
The traditional volume rendering pipeline only requires two optical 
properties for each material: extinction and material color. How­
ever, rather than specifying the extinction term, which is a value in 
the range zero to infinity, a more intuitive opacity, or alpha, term is 
used:
a  = 1  — exp(—t  (x)). (8)
The material color is the light emitted by the material in the sim­
plified absorption/emission volume rendering model, however, the 
material color can be thought of as the diffuse reflectance if shad­
ows are included in the model. In addition to these values, our 
model adds an indirect attenuation term to the transfer function. 
This term is spectral, meaning that it describes the indirect attenua­
tion of light for each of the R, G, and B color components. Similar 
to extinction, the indirect attenuation can be specified in terms of 
an indirect alpha:
ai = 1 — exp(—Ti(x)) (9)
While this is useful for computing the attenuation, we have found it 
non-intuitive for user specification. We prefer to specify a transport 
color which is 1 — ai since this is the color the indirect light will 
become as it is attenuated by the material. The alpha value can also 
be treated as a spectral term; the details of this process can be found 
in [28]. For simplicity sake, we will treat the alpha as an achromatic
Figure 4: Half angle slice axis for light transport.
value since our aim is to clearly demonstrate indirect attenuation in 
interactive volume rendering.
Our volume rendering pipeline computes the transport of light 
through the volume in lock step with the accumulation of light for 
the eye. The method uses the half angle slicing proposed for vol­
ume shadow computation in [18], where the slice axis is halfway 
between the light and view directions or halfway between the light 
and inverted view directions depending on the sign of the dot prod­
uct of the two (see Figure 4). This modification of the slicing axis 
allows us to render each slice from the point of view of both the 
observer and the light. This achieves the effect of a high resolu­
tion shadow map without the requirement of pre-computation and 
storage. A total of three image buffers are required to implement 
our model. Two buffers are maintained for the attenuation of light 
in the light direction (current and next), in addition to the buffer 
for the accumulation of light for the observer, which is typically the 
frame buffer.
In the first pass, a slice is rendered from the observer's point of 
view. In this step, the transfer function is evaluated using a depen­
dent texture read for the reflective color and alpha. In the hard­
ware fragment shading stage, the reflective color is multiplied by 
the sum of one minus the indirect and direct light attenuation pre­
viously computed at that slice position in the current light buffer. 
This color is then blended into the observer buffer using the alpha 
value from the transfer function.
In the second pass, a slice is rendered into the next light buffer 
from the light's point of view to compute the lighting for the next it­
eration. Two light buffers are maintained to accommodate the blur 
operation required for the indirect attenuation. Rather than blend 
slices using a standard OpenGl blend operation, we explicitly com­
pute the blend in the fragment shading stage. The current light 
buffer is sampled once in the first pass, for the observer, and multi­
ple times in the second pass, for the light, using the render to texture 
OpenGL extension. Whereas, the next light buffer, is rendered to 
only in the second pass. This relationship changes after the second 
pass so that the next buffer becomes the current and vice versa. 
We call this approach ping pong blending. In the fragment shading 
stage, the texture coordinates for the current light buffer, in all but 
one texture unit, are modified per-pixel using a random noise tex­
ture as discussed in the next section. The number of samples used 
for the computation of the indirect light is limited by the number 
of texture units. Currently, we use four samples. Randomizing the 
sample offsets masks some artifacts caused by this coarse sampling. 
The amount of this offset is bounded based on a user defined blur 
angle (6) and the sample distance (d):
Q
of f set  < d tan (^ ) (10)
The current light buffer is then read using the new texture coor­
dinates. These values are weighted and summed to compute the 
blurred inward flux at the sample. The transfer function is evalu­
ated for the incoming slice data to obtain the indirect attenuation
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(a i) and direct attenuation (a) values for the current slice. The 
blurred inward flux is attenuated using a i and written to the RGB 
components of the next light buffer. The alpha value from the cur­
rent light buffer with the unmodified texture coordinates is blended 
with the a  value from the transfer function to compute the direct at­
tenuation and stored in the alpha component of the next light buffer.
4 .2  V o lu m e  P e r t u r b a t i o n
One drawback of volume based graphics is that high frequency de­
tails cannot be represented in small volumes. These high frequency 
details are essential for capturing the characteristics of many vol­
umetric objects such as clouds, smoke, trees, hair, and fur. Pro­
cedural noise simulation is a very powerful tool to use with small 
volumes to produce visually compelling simulations of these types 
of volumetric objects. Our approach is similar to Ebert's approach 
for modeling clouds[9]; use a coarse technique for modeling the 
macrostructure and use procedural noise based simulations for the 
microstructure. We have adapted this approach to interactive vol­
ume rendering through two volume perturbation approaches which 
are efficient on modern graphics hardware. The first approach is 
used to perturb optical properties in the shading stage while the 
second approach is used to perturb the volume itself.
Both volume perturbation approaches employ a small 3D pertur­
bation volume, 323. Each texel is initialized with four random 8-bit 
numbers, stored as RGBA components, and blurred slightly to hide 
the artifacts caused by trilinear interpolation. Texel access is then 
set to repeat. An additional pass is required for both approaches 
due to limitations imposed on the number of textures which can be 
simultaneously applied to a polygon, and the number of sequential 
dependent texture reads permitted. The additional pass occurs be­
fore the steps outlined in the previous section. Multiple copies of 
the noise texture are applied to each slice at different scales. They 
are then weighted and summed per pixel. To animate the pertur­
bation, we add a different offset to each noise texture's coordinates 
and update it each frame.
Our first approach is similar to Ebert’s lattice based noise ap­
proach [9]. It uses the four per-pixel noise components to modify 
the optical properties of the volume after the the transfer function 
has been evaluated. This approach makes the materials appear to 
have inhomogeneities. We allow the user to select which optical 
properties are modified. This technique is used to get the subtle 
iridescence effects seen in Figure 6(bottom).
Our second approach is closely related to Peachey’s vector based 
noise simulation technique [9]. It uses the noise to modify the loca­
tion of the data access for the volume. In this case three components 
of the noise texture form a vector, which is added to the texture co­
ordinates for the volume data per pixel. The data is then read us­
ing a dependent texture read. The perturbed data is rendered to a 
pixel buffer that it is used instead of the original volume data. Fig­
ure 5 illustrates this process. A shows the original texture data. B 
shows how the perturbation texture is applied to the polygon twice, 
once to achieve low frequency with high amplitude perturbations 
(large arrows) and again to achieve high frequency with low ampli­
tude perturbations (small arrows). Notice that the high frequency 
content is created by allowing the texture to repeat. Figure 5 C 
shows the resulting texture coordinate perturbation field when the 
multiple displacements are weighted and summed. D shows the 
image generated when the texture is read using the perturbed tex­
ture coordinates. Figure 6 shows how a coarse volume model can 
be combined with our volume perturbation technique to produce an 
extremely detailed interactively rendered cloud. The original 643 
voxel dataset is generated from a simple combination of volumetric 
blended implicit ellipses and defines the cloud macrostructure [9]. 
The final rendered image in Figure 6(c), produced with our volume 





Figure 5: Texture coordinate perturbation in 2D. A shows a square 
polygon mapped with a un-perturbed texture. B shows a low resolu­
tion vector noise texture applied the polygon multiple times at dif­
ferent scales to achieve low frequency high amplitude offsets (large 
arrows) and high frequency, low amplitude offsets (small colored 
arrows). These offset vectors are weighted and summed to offset 
the original texture coordinates as seen in C. The texture is then 
read using the modified texture coordinates, producing the image 
seen in D.
perturbed voxel dataset of at least one hundred times the resolution. 
Figure 7 demonstrates this technique on another example. By per­
turbing the volume with a high frequency noise, we can obtain a 
fur-like surface on the Teddy bear.
5  R e s u l t s  a n d  D i s c u s s i o n
We have implemented our volume shading model on both the 
NVIDIA GeForce 3 and the ATI Radeon 8500/9500. By taking ad­
vantage of the OpenGL render to texture extension, which allows 
us to avoid many time consuming copy to texture operations, we 
have attained frame rates which are only 50 to 60 percent slower 
than volume rendering with no shading at all. The frame rates for 
volume shading are comparable to volume rendering with surface 
shading (e.g. Blinn-Phong shading). Even though surface shading 
does not require multiple passes on modern graphics hardware, the 
cost of the additional 3D texture reads for normals induces a con­
siderable performance penalty compared to the 2D texture reads re­
quired for our two pass approach. The latest generations of graphics 
hardware, such as the ATI Radeon 9500, have very flexible frag­
ment shading capabilities, which allow us to implement the entire 
shading and perturbation pipeline in a single pass.
While our volume shading model is not as accurate as other, 
more time consuming software approaches, the fact that it is in­
teractive makes it an attractive alternative. Accurate simulations of 
light transport require material optical properties to be specified in 
terms of scattering and absorption coefficients. Unfortunately, these 
values are difficult to acquire. There does not yet exist a compre­
hensive database of common material optical properties. Interac­
tivity combined with a higher level description of optical properties 
(e.g. diffuse reflectivity, indirect attenuation, and alpha) allow the 
user the freedom to explore and create visualizations that achieve a 
desired effect. Figure 8 (top) demonstrates the familiar appearance
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Figure 6: Procedural clouds. The image on the top shows the under­
lying data, 643. The center image shows the perturbed volume. The 
bottom image shows the perturbed volume lit from behind with low 
frequency noise added to the indirect attenuation to achieve subtle 
iridescence effects.
Figure 7: Procedural fur. Left: Original Teddy bear CT scan. Right: 
Teddy bear with fur created using high frequency texture coordinate 
perturbation.
Figure 8: The feet of the Visible Female CT.
of skin and tissue. The optical properties for these illustrations were 
specified quickly (in less than 5 minutes) without using measured 
optical properties. Even if a user has access to a large collection of 
optical properties, it may not be clear how to customize them for a 
specific look. Figure 8 (bottom) demonstrates the effectiveness of 
our lighting model for scientific visualization.
Our approach is advantageous over previous hardware volume 
shadow approaches [2, 29, 35] in several ways. First, since this 
method computes and stores light transport in image space resolu­
tion rather than in an additional 3D texture, we avoid an artifact 
known as attenuation leakage. This can be observed as materials 
which appear to shadow themselves and blurry shadow boundaries 
caused by the trilinear interpolation of lighting stored on a coarse 
grid. Second, even if attenuation leakage is accounted for, vol­
ume shading models which only compute direct attenuation (shad­
ows) will produce images which are much darker than intended. 
These approaches often compensate for this by adding a consider­
able amount of ambient light to the scene, which may not be de­
sirable. The addition of indirect lighting allows the user to have 
much more control over the image quality. All of the images in 
this paper were generated without ambient lighting. Figure 9 com­
pares different lighting models. All of the renderings use the same 
colormap and alpha values. The image on the upper left is a typi­
cal volume rendering with surface shading using the Blinn-Phong 
shading model. The image on the upper right shows the same vol­
ume with only direct lighting, providing volumetric shadows. The 
image on the lower right uses both direct and indirect lighting. No­
tice how indirect lighting brightens up the image. The image on the 
lower left uses direct and indirect lighting combined with surface 
shading where surface shading is only applied to the leaves using 
the surface scalar in section 3. Figure 10 shows several examples
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Figure 9: A comparison of shading techniques. Upper left: Surface 
Shading only, Upper right: Direct lighting only (shadows), Lower 
right: Direct and indirect lighting, Lower left: Direct and Indirect 
Lighting with surface shading only on leaves.
of translucent shading. The columns vary the transport color, or 
the indirect attenuation color, and the rows vary the reflective color, 
or simply the material color. This illustration demonstrates only a 
small subset of the shading effects possible with our model.
Procedural volumetric perturbation provides a valuable mecha­
nism for volume modeling effects such as the clouds seen in Fig­
ure 6 and for adding high frequency details which may be lost in 
the model acquisition process, such as the fur of the Teddy bear 
in Figure 7. Its value in producing realistic effects, however, is 
largely dependent on the shading. As you can imagine, the clouds 
in Figure 6 would look like nothing more than deformed blobs with 
a surface based shading approach. By combining a realistic shad­
ing model with the perturbation technique, we can achieve a wide 
range of interesting visual effects. The importance of having a flex­
ible and expressive shading model for rendering with procedural 
effects is demonstrated in Figure 11. This example attempts to cre­
ate a mossy or leafy look on the Visible Male's skull. The upper 
left image shows the skull with texture coordinate perturbation and 
no shading. To shade such a perturbed volume with surface shad­
ing, one would need to recompute the gradients based upon the 
perturbed grid. The upper right image adds shadows. While the 
texture is readily apparent in this image, the lighting is far too dark 
and harsh for a leafy appearance. The lower right image shows the 
skull rendered with shadows using a lower alpha value. While the 
appearance is somewhat brighter, it still lacks the luminous quality 
of leaves. By adding indirect lighting, as seen in the lower left im­
age, we not only achieve the desired brightness, but we also see the 
characteristic hue shift of translucent moss or leaves.
Figure 10: Example material shaders. Rows: Grey, Red, Green, and 
Blue transport colors respectively. Columns: White, Red, Green, 
and Blue reflective colors respectively. Bottom row: Different noise 
frequencies; low, low plus medium, low plus med plus high, and 
just high frequencies respectively.
Figure 11: The “Chia Skull”. A comparison of shading techniques 
6  F u t u r e  W o r k  on the Visible Male skull using texture coordinate perturbation. Up­
per Left: No shading. Upper Right: Shadows. Lower Right: Shad- 
The lighting model presented in this paper was designed to handle ows with a lower opacity skull. Lower Left: Indirect and direct 
volume rendering with little or no restrictions on external lighting, lighting.
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transfer function, or volume geometry setup. However, if some as­
sumptions can be made, the model can be modified to gain better 
performance for special purpose situations. We will be exploring 
extensions of this model that are tailored for specific phenomena or 
effects, such as clouds, smoke, and skin.
We are also interested in developing more accurate simulations 
of volumetric light transport that can leverage the expanding per­
formance and features of modern graphics hardware. Such mod­
els would be useful for high quality off-line rendering as well as 
the qualitative and quantitative assessment of our current lighting 
model, thereby guiding future improvements. As the features of 
programmable graphics hardware become more flexible and gen­
eral, we look forward to enhancing our model with effects such as 
refraction, caustics, back scattering, and global illumination.
Our work with volume perturbation has given us valuable in­
sight into the process of volume modeling. We have been experi­
menting with approaches for real time volume modeling which do 
not require any underlying data. We will be developing implicit 
volume representations and efficient simulations for interactive ap­
plications. We are also exploring the use of volume perturbation in 
the context of uncertainty visualization, where regions of a volume 
are deformed based on uncertainty or accuracy information.
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